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Abstract

We report the results of an extensive experimental campaign dedicated to the analysis of turbulent dispersion owing to the

circulations in tidal environments, characterized by a tidal inlet and a channel with lateral tidal flats. We focus on weakly-

convergent and weakly-dissipative estuaries or tidal embankments, where the internal waters communicate with the open sea

through an inlet mouth. Tides are reproduced as single or multiple harmonics waves. Particle Image Velocimetry is employed

to measure two-dimensional surface velocity field. Large scale macro-vortices, generated by vortex shedding during the flood

phase from the inlet barrier, tend to occupy the entire tidal flats width and are completely flushed out during the ebb phase. In

all experiments an intense residual current, with shape influenced by the large-scale flood vortices, is observed. The presence of

large-scale vortices and of a residual current strongly influences the Lagrangian auto-correlation functions and the corresponding

absolute dispersion time evolution. Looping auto-correlations are the signature of both periodic forcing and vortices, ultimately,

leading to super diffusive regimes. An asymptotic Brownian regime is always found for the investigated range of parameters

allowing for an estimate of the horizontal dispersion coefficients which turn out to decrease with the friction parameter and tend

to be enhanced when the semi-diurnal constituents prevail. Finally, multiple particle statistics show multiple regimes depending

on particle separations, compared to a typical injection length scale that seems to coincide with the inlet mouth dimension.
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Abstract15

We report the results of an extensive experimental campaign dedicated to the analysis16

of turbulent dispersion owing to the circulations in tidal environments, characterized by17

a tidal inlet and a channel with lateral tidal flats. We focus on weakly-convergent and18

weakly-dissipative estuaries or tidal embankments, where the internal waters commu-19

nicate with the open sea through an inlet mouth. Tides are reproduced as single or mul-20

tiple harmonics waves. Particle Image Velocimetry is employed to measure two-dimensional21

surface velocity field. Large scale macro-vortices, generated by vortex shedding during22

the flood phase from the inlet barrier, tend to occupy the entire tidal flats width and are23

completely flushed out during the ebb phase. In all experiments an intense residual cur-24

rent, with shape influenced by the large-scale flood vortices, is observed. The presence25

of large-scale vortices and of a residual current strongly influences the Lagrangian auto-26

correlation functions and the corresponding absolute dispersion time evolution. Loop-27

ing auto-correlations are the signature of both periodic forcing and vortices, ultimately,28

leading to super diffusive regimes. An asymptotic Brownian regime is always found for29

the investigated range of parameters allowing for an estimate of the horizontal disper-30

sion coefficients which turn out to decrease with the friction parameter and tend to be31

enhanced when the semi-diurnal constituents prevail. Finally, multiple particle statis-32

tics show multiple regimes depending on particle separations, compared to a typical in-33

jection length scale that seems to coincide with the inlet mouth dimension.34

Plain Language Summary35

Estuaries are unique environments where inland freshwater carried by rivers meets36

salty and warmer sea water. The encounter of masses of water with such different char-37

acteristics makes estuaries extremely dynamic environments suitable for the prolifera-38

tion of a great variety of ecosystems and biodiversity. In this work, we investigate the39

dispersion processes using a large scale physical model of a simple geometry estuary, bounded40

by an inlet mouth, where tides are the dominant drivers. We aim to analyze the disper-41

sion regimes relying on two dimensional velocity measurements at the free surface as a42

basis for a Lagrangian analysis. We show how the presence of a tidal inlet generates com-43

plex flow patterns depending on the forcing tides. The resulting residual current is the44

main responsible for a net longitudinal dispersion that can be characterized by high val-45

ues of the corresponding dispersion coefficients. Moreover, the mixed character of the46

tides may play an important role on the dispersion processes, enhancing the ability of47

the flow to transport mass in the main flow direction.48

1 Introduction49

Estuaries are considered transitional regions between landward waters and open50

sea, and thus important sites for human development. Estuarine regions can be classi-51

fied depending on morphology, geometry configurations, vertical salinity stratification52

and finally hydrodynamics (Valle-Levinson, 2010). In particular, coastal bays and estu-53

aries are characterized by flows driven by hydraulic unbalance such as baroclinic pres-54

sure gradients, river inflows and wind stresses, and tidal waves. In a recent contribution,55

a classification based on the dynamical balance between different mechanical drivers (tides56

and density gradients) has been suggested in particular for semienclosed basins (Valle-57

Levinson, 2021).58

If on one hand, tidal propagation has been deeply studied in order to better un-59

derstand the suitable parameters to describe them (Seminara et al., 2010; Toffolon et al.,60

2006; Cai et al., 2012), on the other hand, the role of tides on mass transport still re-61

quires a thorough investigation. The role of tidal circulation in estuarine mixing was con-62

sidered of less importance for several decades (Geyer & MacCready, 2014). However, the63

so-called residual currents derived by averaging over a tidal period are recognized to be64
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a fundamental driver for mass transport and dispersion processes (Jay, 1991; Zimmer-65

man, 1986) owing to the strong and persistent straining and shearing (Ridderinkhof &66

Zimmerman, 1992). The time periodic character of the tides also generates dispersion67

mechanisms sustained by different flow scales especially if related to the complex geom-68

etry of real estuaries, tidal embankments or coastal lagoons. The presence of a tidal in-69

let can, for example, generate macro-vortices that during a tidal cycles may influence the70

momentum and mass transport on relatively large distances (Awaji et al., 1980; Awaji,71

1982; Branyon et al., 2021).72

Several studies focused on the definition of the time scales and the estimation of73

the dispersion coefficients in monochromatic tidal force conditions (see Cucco et al., 2009;74

Umgiesser et al., 2014; Viero & Defina, 2016, among others). At the same time, several75

works were dedicated to the prediction of multi-harmonic tides (Amin, 1986; Lee & Chang,76

2019) and their propagation (Jay, 1991; Seminara et al., 2010; Fortunato & Oliveira, 2005;77

Toffolon et al., 2006; Cai et al., 2012). However, the investigation of the effects of mul-78

tiple harmonics on the flow field and dispersion processes lacks of evidence. In fact, field79

studies devoted to estimation of longitudinal dispersion coefficients (Monismith et al.,80

2002; Lewis & Uncles, 2003; Banas et al., 2004) did not provide any relationship among81

the coefficients and the tidal wave shapes. Several field measurements of longitudinal dis-82

persion coefficient reported a wide range of values, spanning almost two order of mag-83

nitudes from 10 to 103 m2/s−1 (Fischer et al., 1979; Monismith et al., 2002; Lewis & Un-84

cles, 2003; Banas et al., 2004). Moreover, tides tend to produce non-monotonic parti-85

cle velocity correlation leading to possible particle looping trajectories that also reflect86

on a looping character of the Lagrangian integral time scales, differently from the clas-87

sical statistically steady or homogeneous turbulence (Enrile et al., 2019). Looping-like88

particle trajectories have been also studied in oceanic context and they were found to89

be related to particular dispersion regimes (Berloff et al., 2002; Veneziani et al., 2004;90

Enrile et al., 2019).91

Two of the main issues concern with the definition of typical transport time scales,92

relevant for dispersion and water quality problems and for the estimate of the disper-93

sion coefficients that control longitudinal transport. Seeking a reliable definition of the94

time scale for transport processes led to use different measures such as residence time,95

flushing time, age (see Cucco et al. (2009); Umgiesser et al. (2014); Viero and Defina (2016);96

Yang et al. (2018) among many others). The attempt was to classify estuaries based on97

these time scales and an example can be found in Umgiesser et al. (2014) where several98

estuaries and coastal bays of the Mediterranean Sea were compared. However, most of99

these time scales were based on Eulerian concepts and quite a few on Lagrangian approaches.100

Classical analyses in terms of single and multiple particle statistics are very seldom101

applied to estuaries compared to oceanographic and atmospheric applications (LaCasce,102

2008). Moreover, attempts to study the dispersion processes under controlled laboratory103

conditions in simplified estuaries are very limited in literature (Kusumoto, 2008; Nico-104

lau del Roure et al., 2009; Dronkers, 2019), although worth pursuing. Indeed, controlled105

experiments with simple boundary conditions provide a measure of some of the main mech-106

anisms that drive the dispersion process, a goal quite difficult to achieve on the basis of107

field observations whose interpretation is generally complicated by the large scale of the108

processes, more irregular natural geometries and the simultaneous presence of a variety109

of features whose role cannot be readily isolated. Moreover, they provide an useful data-110

set to test reliability of analytical and numerical models.111

In the present study, we aim to investigate the relevant dispersion processes using112

a large scale physical model of a weakly-dissipative tide dominated estuary (Toffolon et113

al., 2006; Cai et al., 2012) characterized by the presence of an inlet mouth that connects114

the outer sea to a compound tidal channel. Flow is forced by tidal variation imposed at115

the outer basin. In an attempt to understand the role of the tidal constituents, we de-116

signed this study with the aim to firstly investigate the role of a single harmonic and sec-117
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ondly the role of two harmonics, representing the semi-diurnal and diurnal components,118

with different tidal form factor. We provide a detailed description of the transient macro-119

vortices generated at the inlet and the resulting residual current for the different tidal120

forcings. The generation of flood-vortices is compared with previous works (Nicolau del121

Roure et al., 2009) and extended considering the effect of the vorticity generation ow-122

ing to the depth jump between the channel and the tidal flats (Brocchini & Colombini,123

2004; Stocchino et al., 2011). Large scale Particle Image Velocimetry is employed to mea-124

sure two dimensional surface velocity fields providing a high spatial and temporal de-125

scription of the flow. A detailed Lagrangian analysis of the typical integral scales and126

of single and multiple particle statistics, varying the controlling parameter, is performed127

and provides a clearer picture of the processes occurring in weakly-dissipative estuaries.128

Finally, the flow structures at different scales generated by the interaction of the129

tidal wave with the inlet mouth are expected to be further complicated by increasing the130

complexity of the tidal waves, with possible effects on the main dispersion processes. To131

assess the interplay of the flow structures at different scales and the resulting dispersion132

regimes, multiple particle statistics have proven to be an effective analysis when applied133

to geophysical flows (Orre et al., 2006; LaCasce, 2008). In fact, the theoretical results134

in terms of relative dispersion and Finite Size Lyapunov Exponents suggest the possi-135

ble existence of local and non-local dynamical behaviours (Kraichnan, 1966; Lin, 1972;136

Bennett, 1984; Babiano et al., 1990). The latter regimes are associated to particle sep-137

arations that are influenced by different flow scales. Applications to geophysical flows138

showed the existence of both regimes when the flow is mainly generated by the tides (Enrile139

et al., 2019). In the present study, we will perform multiple particles statistics based on140

the measured flow fields generated by both a single harmonic and multiple harmonics141

tides.142

2 Experimental set-up and measuring techniques143

The experiments were performed in a physical model in the hydraulic Laboratory144

of the Department of Civil, Chemical and Environmental Engineering of the University145

of Genova, Italy. A sketch of the overall experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. The146

experimental apparatus consists of a tidal channel, closed at one end and connected to147

a rectangular basin, representing the sea, at the other end. The tidal channel (23 m long)148

is characterized by a symmetrical compound cross-section with a deep main channel and149

lateral flats with an overall width equal to wch = 2.42 m. The main channel has a 2.5‰150

longitudinal slope and a rectangular cross section with a landward decreasing width, start-151

ing from about 70 cm at the tidal inlet (wi), reaching about 11 cm at the channel end.152

Consequently, the two tidal flats have a varying width between 0.86 m and 1.16 m on153

each side. The elevation of the tidal flats relative to the bottom of the main channel is154

constant and equal to 0.24 m. The basin is 6 m long and 2.20 m wide (wb), with side155

walls height equal to hb = 0.5 m. Contrary to the tidal channel, the bottom of the basin156

is horizontal. Tidal flats are closed at the inlet through two thin vertical plates (li = 0.86157

m) which separate them from the outer sea-basin. Hence water exchange between the158

basin and the channel is allowed only at the inlet cross section of the main tidal chan-159

nel.160

The present experiments have been performed keeping a constant mean water depth161

equal to 0.36 m at the channel inlet. The estimate of the conductance coefficient C is162

about 12, which corresponds to a Manning’s resistance coefficient of about 0.0167 sm−1/3.163

Tides have been reproduced by imposing regular volume waves with variable pe-164

riod and amplitude, generated by the periodic motion of an oscillating cylinder inside165

an adjacent feeding tank. To minimize wave reflections, a dissipative sloping mound was166

installed at the end of the channel. The cylinder is remotely controlled through a dig-167

ital signal acquisition-generation system and its motion provides a free surface elevation168
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Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental set up and measuring systems.
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η at the channel inlet that, in the most general formulation, reads::169

η(t) =
∑

i

ai sin (ωit+ φi) (1)170

where t is the time, ai is the amplitude, φi is the phase shift and ωi = 2π/Ti the tidal171

angular frequency of the ith tidal component, being Ti the tidal period. In the follow-172

ing, we take advantage of this general formulation in order to distinguish between sin-173

gle component tides and multiple components tides.174

The first set of experiments were performed forcing the tidal channel with a series175

of single harmonic tides of the kind η(t) = a sin (ωt). In particular, we considered 5 dif-176

ferent amplitudes a for 4 tidal periods T , resulting in a total of 20 experiment.177

The second series of experiments, for a total of 19 runs, were designed with the aim178

to understand the role of multiple constituents of the tidal forcing signal, mimicking a179

more realistic tidal wave. Therefore, we imposed a simplified form for the astronomical180

tidal free surface oscillation that reads:181

η(t) = asd sin (ωsdt) + ad sin
(ωsd

2
t+ φ

)

(2)182

where asd and ad represent the amplitude of a semidiurnal and diurnal component re-183

spectively, and ωsd is the angular frequency of the semidiurnal component. We consider184

that the diurnal component has a period doubled with respect to the semidiurnal one.185

The relative importance of the semi-diurnal and diurnal components can be expressed186

through the form factor F defined as (Lee & Chang, 2019):187

F =
ad
asd

(3)188

The form parameter can be used to discriminate the different types of astronomical tide,189

in particular:190

• if F < 0.25, the tide is semi-diurnal;191

• if 0.25 < F < 1.25, the tide is mixed, but mainly semi-diurnal;192

• if 1.25 < F < 3.0, the tide is mixed, but mainly diurnal;193

• if F > 3.0, the tide is diurnal.194

In the present study, we varied the form factor F in a range between 0.04 and 1.7 (see195

Table 1), which well represents a variety of realistic situations (Tsimplis et al., 1995).196

Moreover, the phase shift introduced in equation (2) has been varied to understand197

the role of the phase lag between the semi-diurnal and diurnal constituents on the tidal198

wave shape. To this end, for a fixed value of F , we imposed three values of the phase199

shift φ, namely −π/4, 0, π/4.200

During each experiment, water level and surface velocities were measured. In par-201

ticular, free surface elevation was monitored using four ultrasound gauges (Honeywell202

model 946-A4V-2D-2C0-380E, with 30 cm range and an accuracy of 0.2% of the full scale),203

placed on the axis of the channel respectively at a distance of 0, 4.75, 14.3 and 25 m from204

the wave maker (see Figure 1). Large Scale Particle Image Velocimetry (LS-PIV) was205

employed to measure the two-dimensional time dependent free surface velocity fields u(x, y, t) =206

(u(x, y, t), v(x, y, t)), where, according to the notations of Figure 1, we denote by x the207

landward oriented longitudinal axis of the channel with origin located in the basin at a208

distance of 3 m from the channel inlet and by y the lateral coordinate; u and v are the209

x and y components of the velocity u, respectively. It is worth noting that, the large di-210

mension of the interested area imposes specific equipment modifications to the standard211

PIV technique. The channel water surface was densely and uniformly seeded by polyethy-212
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lene particles (940 kg m−3, mean dimension 3 mm) used as PIV tracers. LS-PIV acqui-213

sitions were recorded employing five high-resolution GigaEthernet digital camera (Tele-214

dyne Dalsa Genie Nano C1280 and C2450). Depending on the camera model, the res-215

olutions varied between 2448×2048 pixels and 1280×1024 pixels. 6-mm lens have been216

mounted on the cameras. Cameras were fixed on rigid supports placed at an elevation217

of 4 m from the bottom of the channel, pointing downwards, as shown in Figure 1. Based218

on the camera arrangement, the field of view (FoV) for the velocity measurements was219

set such to cover a large area of about 13 × 2 m, extending from about the last 3 m of220

the basin to about the first 10 m of the channel for the entire width, with cameras over-221

lapping in the longitudinal direction of about 20 %. Lighting was produced using eight222

500W white light halogen lamps. The LS-PIV acquisition frame rate was set equal to223

10 fps. A single acquisition lasted for about five tidal periods and, thus, each camera recorded224

between 5000 and 13000 images, depending on the experimental parameters. The im-225

ages from the five digital cameras have, then, been processed in order to obtain a sin-226

gle panoramic image of the entire FoV before PIV analysis, performed using the soft-227

ware proVision-XSTM (Integrated Design Tools Inc).228

3 Data processing and background on Lagrangian mixing229

Eulerian analysis230

The superficial two-dimensional Eulerian velocity fields u(x, t) are the result of PIV231

analysis. Firstly, the Eulerian fields have been post-processed with the aim to distinguish232

regions with different dynamical properties and identify vortical structures at different233

scales. Among the many techniques of vortex identification, we employed the method234

based on the evaluation of the Okubo-Weiss parameter (Okubo, 1970; Weiss, 1991). For235

steady or slowly time dependent flows, the Okubo-Weiss criterion makes use of the eigen-236

values of the local velocity gradient tensor D, which can be written as D2 = λ0I, where237

the Okubo-Weiss parameter λ0 = −det(D) is the product of the eigenvalues of D. It238

may be appropriate to write λ0 in the form suggested by Weiss (1991), i.e. λ0 = 1
4 (S

2−239

ω2) where S2 = S2
n + S2

s is the total square strain, sum of the normal (Sn = ∂u/∂x−240

∂v/∂y) and shear (Ss = ∂v/∂x + ∂u/∂y) components, and ω2 is the square vorticity241

(ω = ∂v/∂x−∂u/∂y). Note that, since we are dealing with 2D velocity fields, the only242

component of the vorticity vector is the out-of-plane one. The sign of λ0 discriminates243

between locally hyperbolic flow regions (λ0 > 0 strain dominated) and locally ellipti-244

cal flow regions (λ0 < 0 rotation dominated). The latter are signature of coherent vor-245

tices. For the present analysis we are mostly interested to identify the presence of co-246

herent vortices at different scales and during the flow dynamic in a tidal cycle.247

Lagrangian analysis248

The most natural framework for analyzing mixing processes is the Lagrangian (or249

material) one, which studies the evolution of material particles during the flow motion.250

To this end, we started from the Eulerian velocity fields (u(x, t)), described in the pre-251

vious sections, and computed the numerical trajectories of material particles by integrat-252

ing ẋ(t) = u(x, t) using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm with adaptive step size.253

About 2×104 trajectories have been computed, from a regular grid seeding over a 10 m254

× 2 m representing the entire measure domain.255

The numerical particle trajectories are then employed to estimate single and mul-256

tiple particle statistics (LaCasce, 2008). In particular, we define the absolute dispersion257

A2(t) and its trace, the total absolute dispersion a2(t), as (Elhmäıdi et al., 1993; Proven-258

zale, 1999; LaCasce, 2008; Stocchino et al., 2011):259

A2
ij(t) =

1

M

M
∑

m=1

{

[xm
i (t)− xm

i (t0)]
[

xm
j (t)− xm

j (t0)
]}

a2(t) = Tr(A) (4)260
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Table 1. Main experimental parameters and external parameters as reported in Toffolon et

al. (2006). SC refers to the single component cases and MC to the multi components series of

experiments. For the single component experiments, 7 preliminary runs were performed just with

the aim to tune the PIV system whereby they are not reported in the table.

exp. a [m] Rh [m] T [s] Re χ γ
si
n
g
le

co
m
p
o
n
en
t
se
ri
es

08-SC 0.0010 0.086 160 9485 0.010 1.02
09-SC 0.0037 0.086 160 20923 0.08 1.02
10-SC 0.0055 0.086 160 25845 0.12 1.02
11-SC 0.0081 0.086 160 29981 0.18 1.02
12-SC 0.0093 0.086 160 35902 0.21 1.02
13-SC 0.0013 0.086 100 17881 0.02 0.64
14-SC 0.0026 0.086 100 30853 0.04 0.64
15-SC 0.0044 0.086 100 33837 0.06 0.64
16-SC 0.0076 0.086 100 30984 0.10 0.64
17-SC 0.0118 0.086 100 43470 0.16 0.64
18-SC 0.0013 0.086 130 13783 0.02 0.83
19-SC 0.0027 0.086 130 23452 0.05 0.83
20-SC 0.0044 0.086 130 30541 0.08 0.83
21-SC 0.0062 0.086 130 36422 0.11 0.83
22-SC 0.0079 0.086 130 44764 0.14 0.83
23-SC 0.002 0.086 180 8172 0.05 1.15
24-SC 0.0039 0.086 180 15930 0.10 1.15
25-SC 0.0055 0.086 180 14287 0.14 1.15
26-SC 0.0076 0.086 180 27268 0.19 1.15
27-SC 0.0091 0.086 180 35195 0.23 1.15

exp. asd [m] ad [m] Tsd[s] Td [s] φ F

m
u
lt
i
co
m
p
o
n
en
ts

se
ri
es

01-MC 0.017 0.0015 100 200 0 0.08

se
ri
es

1

02-MC 0.013 0.003 100 200 0 0.2
03-MC 0.013 0.0035 100 200 0 0.3
04-MC 0.012 0.0046 100 200 0 0.4
05-MC 0.0075 0.006 100 200 0 0.8
06-MC 0.006 0.007 100 200 0 1.2
07-MC 0.005 0.008 100 200 0 1.6

se
ri
es

2

08-MC 0.013 0.003 100 200 −φ/4 0.2
09-MC 0.013 0.0035 100 200 −φ/4 0.3
10-MC 0.012 0.0046 100 200 −φ/4 0.4
11-MC 0.0075 0.006 100 200 −φ/4 0.8
12-MC 0.006 0.007 100 200 −φ/4 1.2
13-MC 0.005 0.008 100 200 −φ/4 1.6

se
ri
es

3

14-MC 0.013 0.003 100 200 φ/4 0.2
15-MC 0.013 0.0035 100 200 φ/4 0.3
16-MC 0.012 0.0046 100 200 φ/4 0.4
17-MC 0.0075 0.006 100 200 φ/4 0.8
18-MC 0.006 0.007 100 200 φ/4 1.2
19-MC 0.005 0.008 100 200 φ/4 1.6
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where M is the number of particles and xm(t) is the position of the m-th particle at time261

t and xm(t0) its initial position. Note that the time derivative of a2(t) provides an es-262

timate of the total absolute diffusivity coefficient K(t) (Provenzale, 1999; LaCasce, 2008).263

Classical dispersion regimes are identified based on the time dependence of the total ab-264

solute dispersion following the theory of Taylor (1921), found to be valid in several geo-265

physical context (LaCasce, 2008). The so-called Lagrangian integral scale TL separates266

the quadratic and the linear time dependence regime of the absolute dispersion. It is de-267

fined as the time integral of the Lagrangian autocorrelation function of the i-th Lagrangian268

velocity component uLi
:269

TLi
=

∫ +∞

0

Riidτ Rii(τ) =
1

M

∑

M

ρLii
(τ)

√

ρLii
(0)2

ρLii
(τ) = 〈uLi

(t)uLi
(t+ τ)〉. (5)270

where the brackets indicate an average over the entire duration of each trajectory. The271

integral Lagrangian time scale TL is then calculated as the the average of the the lon-272

gitudinal and transverse time scale, namely TL = 1/2(TLx + TLy).273

Differently from the single particle statistics, multiple-particle statistics or relative274

dispersion aims to study the separation of couples of particles in time, providing insight275

of the interplay among the different flow scales. The relative dispersion matrix R2(r0, t)276

is defined as the mean-square distance at time t between a pair of particles that at time277

t0 had a distance equal to r0:278

R2
ij(r0, t) =

1

M − 1

M−1
∑

m=1

{[

xm
i (t)− xm+1

i (t)
] [

xm
j (t)− xm+1

j (t)
]}

(6)279

where M−1 is the number of particle pairs initially distant r0. As for the total abso-280

lute dispersion a2, the total relative dispersion r2(t) is simply the trace of the relative281

dispersion matrix R2(r0, t) and the total relative diffusivity D(t) is its time derivative.282

Together with the relative dispersion, we employ another Lagrangian measure commonly283

used in dispersion studies, namely the Finite Scale Lyapunov Exponents Λ (FSLE). FSLEs284

consist in averaging the times required to a pair to separate from an initial distance to285

a final one (see Artale et al., 1997; LaCasce, 2008; Cencini & Vulpiani, 2013, among oth-286

ers). Thus, in order to calculate the FSLE, it is necessary to first choose a set of distances287

that are recursively increased as:288

rn = δrn−1 = δnr0, (7)289

where n is the chosen number of separation and δ is an arbitrary constant larger than290

unity. The second step consists in calculating the times required (known as “exit time”291

Tn) for each pair displacement to grow to the following rn. At each distance the max-292

imum FSLE is computed as:293

Λ(r) =
1

〈Tn〉
log(δ), (8)294

where the brackets indicate an ensemble average over the particle pairs that effectively295

reach the rn distance. Care must be taken in the choice of the multiplier δ in order to296

correctly capture the regimes of the flow at hand (Haza et al., 2008). In our experiments,297

we set δ = 1.2 as in Enrile et al. (2019). Both relative dispersion and FSLE have been298

extensively used in oceanographic and coastal studies leading to a better comprehension299

of the physical processes at the different separation scales (Artale et al., 1997; Orre et300

al., 2006; LaCasce, 2008; Haza et al., 2008; Enrile, Besio, Stocchino, Magaldi, et al., 2018;301

Enrile et al., 2019).302

4 Scaling arguments and estuary classification303

Dealing with large scale geophysical problems, such as hydrodynamics and mix-304

ing processes in estuaries, tidal embankments or small coastal bays/lagoons, poses sev-305

eral challenges especially when the approach is based on laboratory experiments. The306
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Figure 2. (χ, γ)-plane classification of several natural estuaries as reported in Lanzoni and

Seminara (1998), Toffolon et al. (2006), Cai et al. (2012) Gisen and Savenije (2015) and (Zhang

& Savenije, 2017), together with the present experiments. The thick red line represents the γ = χ

boundary, whereas the thick blue solid line the γ = χ1/3 law.

typical dimensions of these natural aquatic environments are usually of the order of sev-307

eral kilometers in the longitudinal and, possibly, in the transversal direction, and of sev-308

eral meters along the vertical. Thus, a proper scaling is necessary in order to avoid spu-309

rious effects owing to the small scale of the laboratory facilities compared with the pro-310

totype.311

In this section, we focus our attention on two main aspects: which is the correct312

similitude to adopt and to what extent our measurements are relatable to realistic con-313

texts. Regarding the similitude, it is of paramount importance to firstly define which are314

the physical parameters relevant to our process. The definition of the correct dimension-315

less parameters for the hydrodynamic behaviour of estuaries was long debated in the lit-316

erature. Several attempts to found simple scaling of the main processes were presented317

by Jay (1991), Savenije (1993) and Lanzoni and Seminara (1998) among others.318
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However, as noted by Toffolon et al. (2006), the selected parameters in the cited319

studies mixed different variables with scales that depend on the evolution of the process320

itself, whereas Toffolon et al. (2006) defined the governing parameters of the process based321

on external quantities. Note that as external they intended quantities simply based on322

the geometry of the domain and on the main characteristics of the tidal forcing. There-323

fore, we decided to follow the approach by Toffolon et al. (2006) using their convergence324

ratio parameter (γ), that is related to the planimetric scales of the estuary, and the fric-325

tion parameter (χ), defined as the ratio between friction and inertia. These two dimen-326

sionless parameters are written as:327

γ =
Lg

2πLb
, χ = ǫ

Lg

2πC2Rh
, with Lg = T

√

gRh, (9)328

where ǫ = a/Rh is the non dimensional tidal amplitude, Rh is the mean hydraulic ra-329

dius of the channel and Lb is the convergence length. Differently from the original def-330

inition, we substituted the hydraulic radius to the mean flow depth, as it is more appro-331

priate in the case of complex cross-sections with tidal flats.332

Based on the above choice, we decided to design the present experiments preserv-333

ing the friction to inertia ratio χ and the form factor F and, finally, to impose a scale334

distortion along the three spatial coordinates. Scaling arguments will be resumed in the335

Section 6.2, where we describe the dispersion regime with the aim to extend the labo-336

ratory measurements to the estuaries scales. However, the introduction of multiple con-337

stituents as analytically represented by equation (2) is characterized by the presence of338

two different tidal periods, thus raising problems when one typical time scale must be339

selected for the evaluation of the external parameters of equations (9). Note that Toffolon340

et al. (2006) and later Cai et al. (2012) applied their models to realistic estuaries where341

tides are characterized by lunar and solar constituents with different periods, but dom-342

inated by the semi-diurnal lunar tide M2. In the present study, we defined the non di-343

mensional tidal amplitude as the ratio between half of the tidal range, defined as the dif-344

ference between the highest and lowest water level, and the hydraulic radius. We recall345

that all the three series of experiments with multiple components were designed in or-346

der to maintain the same tidal range, whilst varying the form factor and the phase shift.347

As far as the typical tidal period is concerned, we select the dominant period associated348

with of the higher amplitude constituent. Thus, the friction parameter χ was calculated349

accordingly.350

Since we imposed a similitude based on the parameter χ, we are now interested to351

understand what kind of estuaries our experiments refer to, according to the classifica-352

tion reported in Toffolon et al. (2006). Figure 2 shows the values of the parameters χ353

and γ of several real estuaries (Toffolon et al., 2006; Lanzoni & Seminara, 1998; Cai et354

al., 2012; Gisen & Savenije, 2015; Zhang & Savenije, 2017) together with those associ-355

ated to the present experiments. Depending on the values of γ and χ, estuaries fall in356

one of the four different parameter regions, being namely weakly/strongly dissipative and357

weakly/strongly convergent. The red solid line indicates the case γ = χ meaning that358

gravity and inertia have exactly the same weight and the blue solid line represents the359

condition γ = χ1/3 whereby the gravitational effects balance the frictional ones (Toffolon360

et al., 2006). Our experiments (blue triangles and purple diamonds) fall in the weakly361

dissipative and weakly convergent region close to the boundary γ = 1, that corresponds362

to the balance between friction and inertia. Thus, the measurements presented in the363

rest of the paper can be considered representative of the behaviour of real weakly dis-364

sipative estuaries with an almost constant channel width. Finally, note that in our phys-365

ical model, the channel has lateral tidal flats that might play an important role in the366

hydrodynamic and dispersion processes.367

It is worth mentioning that the tidal waves reproduced in our experiments are all368

far from the resonance conditions, defined as Lg/Lch = 4, where Lch is the length of369

the tidal channel except for the case with T = 100 s, i.e. Lg/Lch = 4.4, where the hy-370
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drodynamic conditions are close to resonance. The amplification of the tidal waves along371

the channel has been monitored with level gauges and few examples are reported in the372

supporting information (Figure 1).373

Finally, we acknowledge the limitation of the present experimental set up regard-374

ing the simplified geometry, which cannot represent entirely the complexity of a natu-375

ral system (estuary, tidal bays or small lagoons). However, our laboratory flume and the376

designed geometry (tidal inlet and non uniform compound tidal channel) represent an377

improvement with respect of previous studies (Wells & van Heijst, 2004; Nicolau del Roure378

et al., 2009; Vouriot et al., 2019). Moreover, we are aware that in several context the pres-379

ence of a river discharge is also a fundamental driver of the circulations. However, in the380

present context we intended to focus only on the role of the periodic flows generated by381

a tidal wave, leaving for future analysis the inclusion of a river input.382

5 Eulerian analysis: time dependent flow and the generation of a resid-383

ual current384

The periodic character of the forcing tide induces an unsteady flow field, which in385

general is three dimensional and whose intensity depends on tide propagation within the386

estuary.387

Here we collect 2D free surface velocity fields which are a good approximation of388

the real flow fields, because shallow water approximation is usually assumed valid ow-389

ing to the strong scale separation between the vertical and planimetric dimensions. In390

the present experiments, the ratio λL between the typical vertical length scale (water391

depth) and the typical horizontal length scale, over we assist to main velocity variations,392

is about 10−2. The shallow water approximation implies that the momentum balance393

along the vertical direction leads to an hydrostatic pressure distribution, and the ver-394

tical velocity component and its gradients are negligible with respect to the horizontal395

components. To assume valid this assumption, two conditions should hold. First, the non396

dimensional group F 2
r λ

2
L should be much less than 1. Note that Fr is a typical Froude397

number defined as Fr = U/
√
gRh with U being the typical horizontal velocity scale.398

This condition guarantees that the convective terms in the vertical momentum equation399

are negligible with respect to the gravitational term. Secondly, the non dimensional group400

F 2
r λL/C should be much less than 10, which implies that the gravitational term is much401

greater than the divergence of the Reynolds stresses. In the present experiments both402

groups are of the order of about 10−5. Thus, we can safely assume that the flow devel-403

ops in shallow water conditions. Residual three dimensional effects linked to the com-404

pound cross section geometry, which generate secondary flows, are known to act on very405

limited regions close to the bottom corners (Shiono & Knight, 1991; Stocchino et al., 2011).406

Moreover, the presence of an inlet always induces the generation of large-scale shal-407

low vortices owing to the emission of vorticity at its corners and the consequent devel-408

opment of shear layers (Nicolau del Roure et al., 2009; Vouriot et al., 2019). These macro-409

vortices are recognized to be 2D structures being much wider than deep (Jirka, 2001)410

able to control the momentum, mass and sediments exchanges between the estuary and411

the outer sea (Wells & van Heijst, 2004; Blondeaux & Vittori, 2020). Dispersion is also412

influenced by another process typical of periodic flows in estuaries that plays a funda-413

mental role over time scales of many tidal cycles, the so called residual current that can414

be revealed applying a temporal decomposition based on the tidal period (Jay, 1991; Valle-415

Levinson, 2010).416

In this section we firstly discuss the 2D free surface unsteady flow and the conse-417

quent generation of inlet macro-vortices and, secondly, the characteristics of the 2D free418

surface residual currents.419
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Figure 3. Panel 1 and 2: time signal of the longitudinal velocity measured at the inlet mouth

for experiments 26-SC and 5-MC with the markers indicating the time instant of the 2D maps.

Free surface velocity fields at different times with the contours of the Okubo-Weiss parameter

λ0 superimposed. Experiment 26-SC: Panels a1)- b1) during the flood phase and panels a2)- b2)

during the ebb phase in single series. Experiment 05-MC: panels c1)- d1) during the flood phase

and panels c2)- d2) during the ebb phase. Note that the domain reported is restricted to the

region around the inlet.

5.1 Time dependent velocity fields and the dynamics of inlet macro-vortices420

Figure 3 reports examples of the 2D velocity fields with contours of the Okubo-Weiss421

parameter λ0 for the experiment 26-SC and experiment 05-MC as typical examples of422

the single and multiple components tides respectively. Panels 1) and 2) report the time423

evolution of the longitudinal velocity at the inlet mouth and the markers represent the424

time where the snapshots of the two dimensional velocity fields were taken during flood425

and ebb phases. In particular, panels a1) - d1) show four snapshots taken during the flood426

phase, whereas panels a2) - d2) refer to the ebb phase. To help the identification of the427

main flow structures, we focused on the area around the inlet, located around x = 4428

m. Note that the geometry of the inlet used in the present study is identical to the bar-429

rier island analyzed in Nicolau del Roure et al. (2009). In their study, however, the Au-430

thors tested also different other configurations of the inlets in a shallow basin, without431
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tidal flats, with the aim to understand the trajectory of the vortex cores during a tidal432

cycles.433

As in the cited study, the generation of the macro-vortices during the flood phase434

is found to be controlled by the inlet corners that act as a source of vorticity that is then435

convected towards the tidal channel. From the time sequence shown in Figure 3 during436

the flood phase (panels a1) and b1)), it is clearly visible that small scales vortices are437

emitted with a period much shorter than the tidal one and, more interestingly, that they438

tend to merge forming the larger structures that occupy the entire tidal flats width (panel439

b1)), leaving a strong jet in the center-line of the channel (red regions for λ0 > 0). The440

mechanism of vortex merging is shown in details in the movies provided as supplemen-441

tary material for both single and multiple tidal components. From the time series of ve-442

locity fields (shown in the movies), it is possible to estimate the vortex shedding frequency,443

which assumes a value of about 0.3 s−1 and a corresponding Strouhal number of about444

0.2, in accordance with known results on vortex shedding generated by bodies or struc-445

tures (Davis & Moore, 1982; Sumer et al., 2006).446

Comparing the single component experiments and the multiple components cases,447

the generation and evolution of the flood-macrovortices are further complicated by a multiple-448

constituents forcing with different shapes and phase lags of the two harmonics. For very449

low and high values of the form parameter F , the tides are mainly semi-diurnal and di-450

urnal, respectively, i.e. dominated by a single harmonic. In these cases the flood-macrovortices451

show the same behaviour observed in the single harmonic experiments. More interest-452

ingly, in the cases of mixed tides, i.e. for 0.25 < F < 3, the tidal oscillations show more453

than one crests and troughs in the tidal cycle. Two different classes of flood-macrovortices454

are thus generated depending on the tidal wave crests. In fact, a larger size macrovor-455

tices is formed in the flood phase corresponding to the maximum crest, see panel c1).456

The size of the latter structure is comparable to the macrovortices generated in the case457

of the single harmonic forcing with the same period and relative amplitude. The flood-458

macrovortices are then flushed away during the ebb phase, see panel c2). Secondary macrovor-459

tices, the size of which is significantly smaller, typically around half of the primary macrovor-460

tices (see panel d1)), are generated in correspondence of the second, less intense, tidal461

crest. Also these second macrovortices are flushed away during the ebb phase panel d2).462

The mechanisms leading to the observed macro-vortices generation were already463

pointed out by Nicolau del Roure et al. (2009), who described it as the entrainment of464

small scales vortices in the main vortical structure. When a compound geometry is con-465

sidered, the depth gradient between the tidal flats and the main channel is a further source466

of vorticity generation. This feature was investigated by Brocchini and Colombini (2004),467

who derived the vorticity and enstrophy equations for shallow flows giving rise to new468

terms proportional to the span-wide depth jump. This mechanisms is fundamental for469

the generation of macro-vortices in turbulent uniform flows (Stocchino & Brocchini, 2010;470

Stocchino et al., 2011) and, also in case of periodic forcing as in our experiments, it could471

sustain the vorticity generated at the inlet and along the main channel. However, in the472

periodic flow case, differently from the uniform channel flow conditions, these vortices473

are transient structures depending on the intensity of the flood/ebb flow within the chan-474

nel and far from the inlet. It is worth noting that in our experiments the values of depth475

ratio parameter rh = ymc/ytf , defined as the ratio between the water depth in the main476

channel ymc and the water depth in the tidal flat ytf (Stocchino et al., 2011), vary ac-477

cording to the free surface variations in a tidal cycle, but are always larger than 3. This478

suggests that namely all experiments are in shallow water conditions following the clas-479

sification of flow regimes in compound channels suggested by Nezu et al. (1999) and com-480

monly adopted (Shiono & Knight, 1991; Van Prooijen et al., 2005; Enrile, Besio, & Stocchino,481

2018).482

As far as the typical dimensions of the inlet macro-vortices are concerned, they are483

bounded on the span-wise direction between the main channel and the side walls, whereas484
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their stream-wise extension depends on the intensity of the mean flow and, ultimately,485

on the friction parameter χ. In fact, the vortices are found to be strongly elongated in486

the longitudinal direction and to scale from 1 to 5 li (see Figure 1, for notation).487

During the ebb phase, see Figure 3 panels a2) - d2), an intense outward jet is formed488

and penetrates into the basin for few meters. The jet is highly turbulent and small scale489

vortices are generated and transported with the jet. Moreover, for the range of param-490

eters investigated, the flood macro-vortices are always flushed away during ebb. The con-491

dition by which the flood-vortices are flushed or trapped in the channel within a tidal492

period is usually described in terms of a Strouhal numbers, defined as St = L/UT , where493

L is a typical length scale related to the vortex shedding generation, U is a convective494

velocity scale and T is the tidal period. The importance of the role of the Strouhal num-495

ber or its inverse, namely the Keulegan-Carpenter parameter, in the dynamics of the tidal496

macro-vortices or vortices generated by headlands has been recognized by several Au-497

thors (Signell & Geyer, 1991; Davies et al., 1995; Wells & van Heijst, 2004; Nicolau del498

Roure et al., 2009; Vouriot et al., 2019).499

In context similar to the present one, Wells and van Heijst (2004) defined three classes500

of vortices depending on St built with the inlet width and the tidal peak velocity. In par-501

ticular a critical value, Stc = 0.13, discriminates between vortices that are completely502

flushed away in a tidal cycle (St < Stc) and vortices that do not completely decay within503

a cycle (St > Stc). In the present case, we obtain values of St that exceed 0.13 only for504

the lowest tidal amplitude (exp. 8-SC, 13-SC, 18-SC and 23-SC). However, even in those505

cases the flood-vortices are flushed away in the ebb phase, contrary to the observation506

of Wells and van Heijst (2004), Nicolau del Roure et al. (2009) and Vouriot et al. (2019).507

A possible explanation could be found in the compound geometry that enhances508

ebb velocities. The presence of tidal flats were thus indicated as a source of ebb dom-509

inance (Kang & Jun, 2003). Different parameters can be used to evaluate the ebb/flood510

asymmetry in tidal flows, e.g. ebb time (Kang & Jun, 2003). In the present study, we511

employed the tidal power per unit mass P defined as the time integral of the kinetic en-512

ergy per unit mass. We thus calculated the tidal powers associated to the flood and ebb513

phases separately and then estimated the ratio Π = Pebb/Pflood which indicates ebb514

or flood dominance whether it assumes values greater or lower than unity. Within the515

experimental errors in computing the power ratio, all experiments, with only one excep-516

tion (however characterized by value of Π very close to unity), are ebb dominated, thus,517

confirming previous observations (Aubrey & Speer, 1985; Friedrichs & Madsen, 1992; Geng518

et al., 2020). See supporting information for the details of the computation and the re-519

sults.520

5.2 Shape and intensity of the residual current521

In the previous section, we described the time dependent 2D velocity fields gen-522

erated by the monocromatic and multiple harmonics tidal oscillations and the consequent523

generation of large scale vortical structures. We also commented on the transient nature524

of the above macro-structure. Indeed the flood-vortices grow and disappear in a single525

tidal cycle. However, it is well known that the periodic oscillations due to tides not only526

generate a time dependent flow, but also a steady current known as residual current. As527

far as any kind of mass transport (sediment, nutrients and biogeochemicals) is concerned,528

it becomes relevant after several tidal cycles and this is mainly due to the appearance529

of the residual currents, often referred to as “tidal pumping that may lead to significant530

longitudinal dispersion (Zimmerman, 1986; Jay, 1991; Banas et al., 2004; Valle-Levinson,531

2010).532

The free surface residual current can be obtained averaging the time dependent free533

surface velocity fields over a tidal period, decomposing the velocity fields as: u(x, t) =534

u′(x, t)+U(x), where U(x) represents the Eulerian free surface residual current, no longer535
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time dependent (Jay, 1991), and the u′(x, t) is still a time dependent velocity field that536

could be, in principle, further averaged over a typical Eulerian integral scale to filter out537

the turbulent fluctuations (Valle-Levinson, 2010).538

Figures 4a) - 4e) report examples of the velocity vectors with superimposed con-539

tour plot for the magnitude (|U(x)|) of the 2D free surface residual current for exper-540

iments characterized by a single component tidal forcing with the same tidal period and541

different tidal amplitudes, panels a) to c), and, for experiments characterized by mul-542

tiple components tide, with two different values of the form factor F , panels d) and e).543

As a general comment, we observe that the resulting Eulerian residual current is per-544

fectly symmetrical with respect to the main channel, as expected in a symmetrical do-545

main. The flow pattern is quite regular away from the inlet mouth and mainly governed546

by the presence of two macro-vortices on the tidal flats and of smaller vortical structures547

on the basin side.548

The normalized tidal amplitude ǫ increases from panel a) to panel c) influencing549

both intensity and shape of the residual current. Indeed, intensity and dimension of the550

tidal flats macro-vortices increase as ǫ increases. Variations of the tidal period are less551

relevant in this case as the generation of the residual current is mainly due to the tidal552

amplitude (maps of the residual current at different periods are provided as additional553

material). Moreover, it clearly appears that the shape of the residual currents does not554

substantially change with F , see panel d) and e). The shape of the fields of U(x) is strongly555

related to the macro structures presented in the previous section. It seems that the tran-556

sient flood-vortices averaged over a tidal cycle leave their signature in the generation of557

the residual current. The stream-wise extension of the vortical structures shown in Fig-558

ures 4a) - 4e) is identical to the maximum size of the flood-vortices during the flood phase.559

In Figure 4 panels f) and g), we reported the ratios of both the peak and mean ve-560

locity of the residual current, defined as the mean of the 10% of the maximum measured561

values, normalized with the peak tidal velocity measured at the inlet as a function of the562

friction parameter χ for the single components experiments, and of the form factor F563

for the multiple harmonics cases. Depending on the controlling parameters, the inten-564

sity of the residual current could reach values up to the 80% of the maximum velocity565

registered in the unsteady field. However, in the range of parameters investigated, the566

maximum and mean |UR/Up| remains fairly constant.567

It is worth noting that we are taking the measurements of the free surface veloc-568

ities and this is somehow acceptable since the flow can be regarded as mainly 2D. How-569

ever, the time dependent flow and, thus, also the residual current is a 3D field. Regard-570

ing the residual current this implies that mass conservation is satisfied imaging that at571

both ends of the flume the flow is 3D and that, at the bottom, the flow is reversed com-572

pared to the free surface layer.573

Finally, we expect that the measured residual current strongly impacts on the La-574

grangian mass transport and, ultimately, on the dispersion regimes. Zimmerman (1986)575

already noted the importance of the residual currents on the mass transport and that,576

in some cases, the complexity of the flow patterns may lead to chaotic mixing (Ridderinkhof577

& Zimmerman, 1992; Beerens et al., 1994) and the appearance of complex fluid defor-578

mation patterns that nowadays are recognized as Lagrangian coherent structures (Orre579

et al., 2006). In the supporting information we reported the residual current fields for580

all experiments.581

6 Lagrangian analysis and dispersion regimes582

One of the main goals of the present study is to assess the dispersion processes oc-583

curring in weakly dissipative tide dominated estuaries characterized by the presence of584

an inlet mouth and a tidal channel with lateral flats. In the rest of this section, we will585
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present the main results obtained from the experimental measurements in terms of sin-586

gle and multiple-particles statistics as presented in Section 5.587

6.1 Lagrangian Integral Scales588

We start our analysis showing the computed autocorrelation functions and the cor-589

responding Lagrangian integral time scales. The shapes of the correlation function and590

their integral, namely the Lagrangian Integral Scale, are strongly related to the expected591

dispersion regimes (Taylor, 1921).592

Figure 5 shows the autocorrelation functions Ruu (panels a) and b)) for several sin-593

gle and multiple components experiments and Rvv (panels c) and d)) for the same multi-594

components experiments of panel b) as functions of time, along with the corresponding595

Lagrangian time scale TL normalized with the tidal period T as a function of the param-596

eter χ (panel e)) and of the parameter F (panel f)), depending on the series considered.597

In all cases, the flow is mainly unidirectional as shown by the rapidly decaying of598

the spanwise autocorrelation Rvv; thus, providing a small contribution to the overall value599

of TL. The streamwise autocorrelation functions show a strong looping-like shape in all600

the cases. The intensity of the negative and positive lobes is inversely dependent on the601

relative tidal amplitude ǫ (panel a)). This is consistent with the fact that the periodic602

flow intensifies as the amplitude increases, leading to a decrease in the Ruu. Tidal pe-603

riod variations for a fixed amplitude produce smaller difference in the streamwise auto-604

correlation structure. Moreover, following Enrile et al. (2019), we investigated the pos-605

sible influence of the initial conditions associated to particle release. To this end, we per-606

formed a sequence of Lagrangian computations, releasing the numerical particles at dif-607

ferent times during a single wave period (semi-diurnal plus diurnal tidal signals) and,608

then, we computed our target functions (Ruu, Rvv and the corresponding integral scales)609

averaging them. The low variability of the computed autocorrelation functions is shown610

as grey shaded area in panels b) - d). For the single harmonic experiments there is no611

effects of the different releasing time. The independence from the initial releases of the612

numerical particles will be re-discussed in terms of absolute dispersion in the next sec-613

tion.614

The integral time scales show monotonic decrease as the friction parameter increases,615

see panel e). The values of TL are found to be in a range between 0.03 and 0.28 T for616

the investigated values of χ. Interestingly, it seems that the Lagrangian integral scale617

attains an almost constant value for χ > 0.15. Panel e) reports also a power fitting of618

the non dimensional Lagrangian integral scale as a function of the friction parameter χ,619

which shows that the fitted trend can be written as:620

TL

T
= 0.0025χ−0.98 + 0.037 (10)621

with a goodness of fit R2 = 0.82.622

The predicted asymptotic value is then 0.037 for increasing χ, suggesting that for623

dissipative estuaries/tidal embankments the Lagrangian time could be regarded as con-624

stant and equal to the portion of the dominating tidal period. This result is also used625

in the next section where the dispersion coefficients are discussed. Moreover, TL remains626

always much shorter than the tidal period also for multiple harmonics tides (Figure 5f))and,627

consistently with the trend found in χ, it maintains fairly constant values as the form628

factor and the phase shift φ vary.629

The fact that TL is always smaller than the tidal period T implies that a diffusive630

regime is likely to occur after a much shorter time compared to the external time scale631

(T ) and moreover a diffusivity coefficient can be defined since a region in which the ab-632

solute dispersion depends linearly on time can be recognized. This also means that the633

tidal period is a good choice as a reference external scale for estuary classification (Toffolon634
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et al., 2006) but less significant to discriminate among the different dispersion regimes.635

A decorrelation time smaller than the tidal period has also been found in dispersion anal-636

ysis based on field data (Enrile et al., 2019). However, the periodicity imposed by the637

tidal forcing could be responsible for the looping-like behaviour of Ruu and, as we will638

see in the next section, it might also affect the long time behaviour of the total absolute639

dispersion a2(t). Note that looping autocorrelation could be triggered also by the pres-640

ence of large scale vortical structures as noted in Berloff et al. (2002) and Veneziani et641

al. (2004).642

6.2 Single particle statistics and dispersion coefficients643

Longitudinal dispersion is known to be produced or influenced by several mecha-644

nisms such as shear dispersion owing to periodical flows, macro-vortices and a steady resid-645

ual current. We investigated how the interaction between a periodic tidal forcing, an in-646

let mouth and a compound channel triggers a fairly complex flow where all the latter647

mechanisms are active. The topological analysis of the flow based on the Okubo-Weiss648

criterion enlightened the presence of both elliptical (vortices at different scales) and hy-649

perbolic regions (intense shear structures) in the domain with a markedly non-stationary650

character. It is worth mentioning that we performed the single particle statistics anal-651

ysis, see equations (4), starting from two different Eulerian velocity fields, namely the652

complete unsteady field (u(x, t)) and the associated residual current (U(x)). The rea-653

son will be clear when we will discuss the time behaviour of a2(t). A second important654

preliminary comment refers to the kind of dispersion coefficients (K) we estimate. As655

noted by Besio et al. (2012) the output of the single particle statistics analysis might pro-656

duce coefficients that are related to several mixing processes and this depends on the start-657

ing Eulerian field assumed to compute the trajectories of numerical particles. In the present658

case, the only flow decomposition that we performed is an average over the tidal period659

in order to generate the residual fields and no other averages have been performed (e.g.660

a moving average of the unsteady fields to isolate turbulent fluctuations). This means661

that our procedure yields to the estimate of a longitudinal coefficient (Kx), a transverse662

coefficient (Ky) and a total diffusive coefficient (K = Kx + Ky) that include also the663

turbulent diffusion contribution. All the dispersion properties will be presented in non664

dimensional form using as scaling quantity the ensemble averaged Lagrangian kinetic en-665

ergy per unit mass EL = 1/2〈(uL(x, t)
2+vL(x, t)

2)〉 and the Lagrangian integral scale666

TL, where the brackets 〈•〉 indicate an ensemble average over the particles.667

It is worth mentioning that the results presented in the following are derived from668

numerical integration of particles uniformly released over the entire tidal channel. The669

particles were released on a regular grid with a spacing equal to half of the PIV mesh670

of the Eulerian measurements. Tests with a different number of particles were performed671

increasing the spacing four times: the computed statistics did not change. In the case672

of multiple components tides, the absolute dispersion was evaluated using several ini-673

tial deployment times, as for the autocorreltaion functions.674

Note that a uniform seeding is the standard procedure when single (and multiple)675

particle statistics is studied (LaCasce, 2008). A drawback of the latter is the assump-676

tion of homogeneous flow conditions, which most of the time is not valid for geophys-677

ical applications. Flow inhomogeneities are present also in the flow at hand, i.e. the re-678

gion around the tidal inlet is strongly affected by large scale macro-vortices, whereas the679

channel far from the inlet is more uniform. However, we consider useful the implemen-680

tation of this approach in order to characterize the behaviour of the tidal mixing gen-681

erated by the presence of an inlet also based on the common approach to study water682

quality using numerical models of the advection-diffusion equation (e.g.water quality mod-683

ule of Delft3D, Mike21, FVCOM) that requires the definition of global dispersion coef-684

ficients, see Ren et al. (2014); Alosairi and Alsulaiman (2019) among many others.685
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Figure 6 summarizes results of the single particle statistics for the entire set of ex-686

periments for both single and multiple component tides. Panel a) displays the typical687

behaviour of the time dependence of the non dimensional absolute dispersion a2(t)/(ELT
2
L)688

for the unsteady velocity case (solid lines) and for the residual current case (dash-dotted689

lines) against the non dimensional time t/TL in three experiments of the single harmonic690

tide taken as examples (exp. 14-SC, 15-SC and 16-SC). Considering the results for the691

absolute dispersion computed with the time dependent Eulerian fields, different regimes692

are visible depending on the time.693

For time lower than TL a ballistic regime is observed and, then, for O(t/TL) ∼ 1694

a super diffusive regime appears and lasts for few integral time scales. Super diffusive695

regimes are usually related to intense negative lobes in the auto-correlation functions (Berloff696

et al., 2002; Veneziani et al., 2004), as also observed in the present experiments. High697

anticorrelation is observed in all experiments, see Figure 5 panel a) and b), after the first698

zero of Ruu regardless the controlling parameters and this yields to a regime where a2(t)/(ELT
2
L) ∝699

(t/TL)
α with α ≃ 2− 3.700

For longer times, t/TL > 10, the non dimensional absolute dispersion shows an701

oscillating behaviour with a periodicity proportional to the tidal period. Interestingly,702

the oscillations hide a linear growth in time that is revealed by the absolute dispersion703

computed using the residual current only (dash-dotted lines). Indeed, for each experi-704

ment, a2(t)/(ELT
2
L) computed using the field U(x) seems to smooth out the super dif-705

fusive regime and the oscillations for longer times, displaying the standard picture of a706

ballistic regime for time lower than few TL and a diffusive (linear regime) for longer times.707

Panel b) shows the results of a typical experiment when the tidal signal is composed708

by two harmonics, namely experiment 2-MC. Grey lines represent the output of single709

deployment, whereas the solid red line the average over the different releases of the to-710

tal absolute dispersion. The effects of the initial conditions are clearly visible and pro-711

duce a bundle of curves that, however, tend to similar regimes for long times. This has712

been also observed by Enrile et al. (2019) where the spread of the different curves was713

calculated and a decrease in time was observed. Physically, this suggests that after sev-714

eral tidal cycles the particles are no longer influenced by their initial conditions. How-715

ever, this further time scale of the process must not be confused with the Lagrangian in-716

tegral scale TL that separates the ballistic regime from the Brownian regime, when the717

latter exists. Interestingly, all total absolute dispersion curves tend to a diffusive regime718

for t/TL & 10 regardless the initial conditions, which is well described by the averaged719

a2(t)/(ELT
2
L) (red solid line).720

Even in this case for t/TL . 1 a ballistic regime is always recovered, whereas super-721

diffusive regime a2(t)/(ELT
2
L) ∝ t2÷3 appears only for some particle deployments and722

this is coherent with the autocorrelation functions that might show intense positive lobes723

after negative ones, see Figure 5. Moreover, panel b) also reports the non dimensional724

total dispersion evaluated using the residual currents only (dash-dotted lines). As for the725

single harmonic experiments, the residual currents lead to a time dependence of the to-726

tal absolute dispersion that substantially filters out the oscillations due to the periodic727

velocity fields, leaving unaltered the overall slope of the curves. This could demonstrates728

how the net particle dispersion is produced by the residual currents as claimed in tidal729

flows (MacCready, 1999; Valle-Levinson, 2010).730

The total non dimensional averaged dispersion for all multiple component exper-731

iments are plotted in Figure 6 panel c). Averaging over a great number of initial con-732

ditions leads to hidden possible super-diffusive regimes and all curves to collapse onto733

a ballistic initial regime. All experiments shown in panel c) reach an asymptotic diffu-734

sive regime with some behaviours related to the shape of the tidal waves. In particular,735

the oscillations observed for t/TL & 10 depend on the form factor F and show typical736

periods depending on its values, see panels d) - f) where three experiments are displayed.737
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Experiments 2-MC and 4-MC are characterized by tidal waves dominated by the semi-738

diurnal components, F = 0.2 and F = 0.4, respectively, whereas experiment 7-MC739

corresponds to a mainly diurnal mixed tide (F = 1.6). The observed oscillations are740

coherent with the dominant frequency of the forcing tides.741

The dispersion coefficients (K,Kx,Ky) were calculated performing a linear regres-742

sion of the non dimensional absolute dispersion for times t/TL & 10. The obtained val-743

ues, scaled by ELTL, are plotted in Figure 6 as a function of the external parameter χ744

for the single harmonic cases, panel g), and as a function of the form factor for the mul-745

tiple components experiments, panel h). Not surprisingly the greater contribution is given746

by the longitudinal coefficient Kx that turns out to be two order of magnitudes greater747

than the spanwise coefficient Ky, see panel g). This is true also for the multiple com-748

ponents experiments.749

The dimensionless dispersion coefficients can be again fitted with a power laws as750

a function of χ in the case of single component tides, as done for the Lagrangian inte-751

gral scale. The fitting laws read:752

K

ELTL
= 1.7× 10−5χ−2.26 + 0.560 (11)753

Kx

ELTL
= 9.4× 10−6χ−2.37 + 0.540 (12)754

Ky

ELTL
= 7.5× 10−6χ−1.94 + 0.015 (13)755

with goodness of fit R2 equal to 0.75, 0.75 and 0.81, respectively. Two aspects are wor-756

thy to be noted. Firstly, the choice of χ as a controlling external parameter is suitable757

not only for the hydrodynamic characterization (Toffolon et al., 2006; Cai et al., 2012)758

but also to globally describe the asymptotic dispersion regimes. Secondly, the results sug-759

gest that for increasing friction parameter the non dimensional coefficients tend to be-760

come constant and this is consistent also with results obtained in river dispersion, whereas761

for increasing friction the dispersion coefficients tend to be independent from the fric-762

tion parameters itself (Webel & Schatzmann, 1984; Chau, 2000; Besio et al., 2012). In763

the present case, for increasing χ, K/(ELTL) and its main contribution Kx/(ELTL) tend764

to a value around 0.5, which is slightly higher than the measurements reported in the765

cited works that predicted a value around 0.3. The increased asymptotic values could766

be explained by a stronger non uniformity of the flows at hand compared to a uniform,767

unidirectional river flow.768

We recall that the classical Taylor’s theory (Taylor, 1921) links the turbulent dif-769

fusion coefficient with the integral Lagrangian scale, as a typical time scale, through a770

a typical velocity scale squared as long as diffusive regime is recovered. In fact, the dis-771

persion coefficient can be defined as: K = ρ2LTL, where the velocity variance ρL was772

already introduced in equations (5) and can be assumed to be a proper velocity scale and773

assumed to be of the same order of EL (Taylor, 1921; LaCasce, 2008; Stocchino et al.,774

2011). Not surprisingly the results suggest that both the non dimensional Lagrangian775

integral time scale and the dispersion coefficient tend to be constant for the same range776

of parameters. Moreover, the fact that dispersion tends to be independent in flows where777

the friction parameter tends to dominate is known also in case of uniform and non uni-778

form river flows (Besio et al., 2012). The set of equations (6.1) and (13) could be used779

to predict the typical dispersion time scales and coefficients especially for weakly and strongly780

dissipative conditions, which seem to be the most frequent, see Figure 2.781

Panel h) reports the estimated values of the dimensionless diffusion coefficient K/(ELTL)782

as a function of the form factor F . The results suggest that mixed tides enhance the over-783

all longitudinal dispersion with respect to monochromatic tides. In fact, the values of784

the total non dimensional coefficient show a maximum around F = 0.5 and then a slow785

decrease for increasing F . A second interesting observation regards the effect of the phase786
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lag between the tidal constituents. On average, phase lag φ = π/4, namely a lag in the787

diurnal constituent, produces higher diffusion coefficients. The range of values of K/(ELTL)788

is in agreement with the values obtained for the monochromatic case.789

In the end, it is important to understand how the present experimental estimates790

can be translated to realistic estuaries. Indeed, the observed values of K must be con-791

veniently rescaled in the prototype (an equivalent system with real estuaries dimensions).792

To this end, let us denote by λV and λH the scaling factors for velocity and flow depth,793

respectively defined as the ratio between the typical scale of velocity and flow depth in794

the prototype and in the laboratory model. Hence, the scaling factor for the dispersive795

coefficients turn out to be λK = λ
1

2

V λH . Noting that the scaling factor for the veloc-796

ity, can be defined as the ratio between the scaling factors of longitudinal length and time,797

and setting the time scaling factor in order to represent a semi-diurnal or diurnal tide798

and using typical length scale of estuaries as reported in several works (Seminara et al.,799

2010; Toffolon et al., 2006; Zhang & Savenije, 2017), we are able to built λK and, there-800

fore, to rescale the experimental estimates to reality. Depending on the controlling pa-801

rameters, the present measurements suggest values of K in a range between 102 and 103802

m2s−1. Large variability in the diffusion coefficient is commonly observed in field mea-803

surements in real estuaries with values comparable with our estimates (Fischer et al.,804

1979; Monismith et al., 2002; Lewis & Uncles, 2003; Banas et al., 2004). Several Authors805

also report a strong variability of the longitudinal coefficient Kx with the distance from806

the inlet, with larger values occurring near the ocean (Banas et al., 2004). In order to807

take into account for this variability, simple scaling has been proposed such as Kx/(Ub) =808

ck where U is a scale for the tidal induced velocity, b is the estuary width and ck is a con-809

stant estimated by a regression over the measurements. Banas et al. (2004) suggested810

that the constant should assume values in a range between 0.05 and 0.1. This scaling811

is based on a conceptual model where the major agents of dispersion are thought to be812

the macro-vortices generated by the residual current (MacCready, 1999) that, as in the813

present experiments, scale with the channel width. If we treat the present data using this814

simple model, we obtain for the constant ck a median value equal to 0.023 and an es-815

timate of the first percentile (25th) and third percentile (75th) equal to 0.020 and 0.035,816

respectively, which is fairly closed to the expected value. In real estuaries, this and other817

similar scaling were suggested in order to take into account for the spatial variability along818

the estuary. In fact, different mechanisms could modify the value of the longitudinal dis-819

persion coefficient depending on the local hydrodynamics. The proposed relationship based820

on the external friction parameter should, instead, describe the global response of an es-821

tuary without considering a spatial dependency of the coefficient when the hydrodynamic822

is generated by tidal flow dominated by one harmonic. Finally, a direct comparison with823

field observations specifically performed to understand the role of the tidal wave shape824

is complicated by the fact that no information on the typical tides are reported in the825

studies (Monismith et al., 2002; Lewis & Uncles, 2003; Banas et al., 2004). It would be826

interesting to verify the tendency of a mixed tide to increase the longitudinal dispersion.827

6.3 The interplay of flow structures at different scales.828

The analysis of the Eulerian time dependent fields shows that even in a relatively829

simple geometry, as the one used in the present experimental campaign, flow structures830

at different scales are generated and, more interestingly, they interact during a tidal cy-831

cle. The asymptotic dispersion regime proved to exist as an average process over the en-832

tire domain. In this section, we are interested to discuss the interplay among the par-833

ticle trajectories and the different scales of the flow. To this end we apply tools commonly834

reported as multiple particle statistics, see LaCasce (2008) for a review and application835

on geophysical contexts.836

The computation of r2(t), D and Λ(r) was performed on both data sets, single and837

multiple constituents tides, with the aim to understand which are the typical regimes838
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and if different regimes are triggered by more complex forcing. In the case of multiple839

constituents we again performed a series of simulations varying the initial time of de-840

ployment. Figure 7 shows the typical results for the relative dispersion, the dimension-841

less relative diffusivity coefficient D/(ELTL) as a function of the dimensionless separa-842

tions r/(E
1/2
L TL), for experiments forced by a single harmonic tide, panels a) and b) (ex-843

periment 18-SC and experiment 26-SC) and for experiments 4-MC and 13-MC of the mul-844

tiple components runs, panels c) and d). In the same plots the theoretical laws, namely845

the Richardson-Obukhov and the Kraichnan-Lin laws (Kraichnan, 1966; Lin, 1972; Er-846

El & Peskin, 1981; Bennett, 1984; Babiano et al., 1990), are shown to help the identi-847

fication of the regimes.848

It is interesting to note that in all cases, regardless the characteristics of the tidal849

wave, two distinct regimes can be observed. For separation smaller than a typical injec-850

tion scale ri/(E
1/2
L TL), the diffusivity coefficient grows as D/(ELTL) ∝ (r/(E

1/2
L TL))

2,851

whereas for separation larger than the injection scale the regime follows closely the Richardson-852

Obukhov law. Correctly for very large separation the growth of the relative diffusivity853

coefficient attains a constant value D(ELTL) ≈ 2K/(ELTL), where K/(ELTL) is the854

total absolute diffusivity, previously defined. The injection scale ri/(E
1/2
L TL) is very close855

to the Lagrangian integral spatial scale. In fact, the change in the relative dispersion regime856

is close to r/(E
1/2
L TL) ≈ 1.857

The two-regime scenario is also confirmed by the trends of the dimensionless FSLE858

ΛTL as a function of the dimensionless separation (r/(E
1/2
L TL)), see panels e) and f).859

As for the autocorrelation functions, grey lines indicate the output for the different de-860

ployments, whereas the solid lines represent the averaged value. Also in this case we re-861

ported the expected theoretical laws (Artale et al., 1997). The Kraichnan-Lin law pre-862

viously described is found for r/(E
1/2
L TL) < ri/(E

1/2
L TL) and implies an exponential863

growth of the FSLEs. As the separation r increases, the FSLE slope suggests the pres-864

ence of both the Richardson-Obukhov regime ΛTL ∝ (r/(E
1/2
L TL))

−2/3 and the linear865

regime ΛTL ∝ (r/(E
1/2
L TL))

−2. Moreover, the FSLE for very large separation exhibits866

the limiting regime expected for separation close to the saturation length rmax, i.e. the867

maximum separation imposed by the domain. This is typical for semi-enclosed basins868

as observed in similar geometrical contexts (Artale et al., 1997; Cencini & Vulpiani, 2013;869

Enrile et al., 2019).870

The results suggest that local dispersion is the dominant process for most of the871

separation range. Relative dispersion in local dispersion is characterized by the effect of872

local straining, which is not efficient in producing large separation, and the dispersion873

of pairs is dominated by eddies of the same scale of their separation. From a physical874

standpoint, this could be explained by the presence of large scale macro-vortices as the875

dominant features in all tidal cases so that separations are influenced by local straining876

produced by the mentioned macrovortices.877

Moreover, the overall picture seems not to be influenced by tidal wave shape and878

phase lag between the constituents and this could be explained observing that all the879

cases are able to trigger similar macro-vortices. Note that the computation of the mul-880

tiple particle statistics, similarly to the single particle statistics, is averaged over the en-881

semble of particles deployed uniformly over the domain. This standard procedure relies882

on the assumption of homogeneity of the flow under investigation (Berloff et al., 2002).883

Thus, the observed regimes must be considered as the average behaviour of the Lagrangian884

dispersion.885

Finally, it is worth noting that the injection separation ri was described as of the886

same order of magnitude of the Lagrangian integral length scale. However, another length887

scale could play a role in the present experiments, namely the length of the side wall of888

the tidal inlet li. As previously noted, the generation of the flood-macrovortices is con-889

trolled by the vortex shedding from the corners of the tidal inlet. This mechanism could890
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be also explained in analogy with the vortex generation downstream a coastal headland,891

where the extent of the headland is a controlling length scale of the process (Signell &892

Geyer, 1991; Davies et al., 1995).893

Two observations might be important for the present case. Firstly, the li is very894

close to the Lagrangian integral spatial scale. This could be linked to the nonlinear en-895

ergy transfer that occur a tidal period. In fact, there is a strong relationship between896

the scaling law of relative dispersion regimes with the energy cascades and transfers (di-897

rect/inverse energy cascade and direct/inverse enstrophy cascade). Scaling arguments898

to describe the different dispersion and energy regimes can be summarized searching for899

laws of the kind: D ∝ r(α+1)/2. The link with the energy cascades is the value of the900

exponent α, having assumed the turbulent energy spectrum as a function of the wave901

numbers in the form of E(k) ∝ k−α. Relative dispersion in local dynamics is charac-902

terized by values 1 < α < 3 and, in particular, for α = 5/3, dispersion of pairs fol-903

lows the Richardson-Obukhov law that corresponds to the energy cascade E(k) ∝ k−5/3.904

On the contrary, non-local dynamics is characterized by the effect of vortices with typ-905

ical scales much larger than the separation. This regime is described by the Kraichnan-906

Lin law D ∝ r2, or more generally for α > 3. In this case, the expected energy spec-907

trum corresponds to an enstrophy cascade E(k) ∝ k−3. The change of regimes occur-908

ring for a length scale comparable to the Lagrangian spatial scale might suggest a non-909

linear energy transfer characterized by an inverse or split energy cascade (Alexakis & Biferale,910

2018).911

Secondly, the flow could be described as a forced turbulence, where the forcing is912

the presence of the tidal inlet and, thus, li could be regarded as the length scale of the913

injected energy. We clearly observed a vortex merging process that several times is a sig-914

nature of an inverse energy cascade process. A further piece of information that could915

confirm this scenario is the presence of two distinct regimes in the relative dispersion and916

in the FSLE, separated by the injection scale ri. However, further analyses are required917

to provide a sound proof of the existence of an inverse energy cascade, which would re-918

quire the evaluation of the energy spectrum and higher order structure functions (Nikora919

et al., 2007; Alexakis & Biferale, 2018; Enrile et al., 2020).920

7 Conclusions921

In this study, we reported the results obtained using different tidal forcing on a large922

scale physical model of a basin (open ocean) connected to a compound tidal channel through923

the presence of a barrier island. Large scale PIV measurements of the 2D free surface924

time dependent velocity fields provided a huge data set upon which a thorough Eulerian925

and Lagrangian analysis was performed. Flood-macrovortices are invariably observed for926

all experimental parameters. They are clearly generated by interaction between the flow927

and the inlet mouth. Flood-macrovortices are able to occupy the entire tidal flats. Flood928

macro-vortices are the results of the vortex shedding at the inlet and a merging process929

that, ultimately, tends to form structures at the scale of the tidal flats width. It was ob-930

served that the tidal wave shape, represented by the form factor F , and the constituent931

phase lag strongly influence the generation of the flood-macrovortices in terms of typ-932

ical length scales. Moreover, the compound geometry seems to sustain the generation933

of vorticity not only around the inlet, but also along the main channel transition zone934

(boundary with the tidal flats) forming transient vortical structures. In all cases, the flood-935

vortices are flushed out during the ebb phase regardless the Strouhal number. This ap-936

parent discrepancy with previous studies (Wells & van Heijst, 2004; Nicolau del Roure937

et al., 2009) could be ascribed by the role of the compound geometry. Another striking938

Eulerian flow feature is the generation of an intense residual current, the shape of which939

is a reminiscence of the transient flood-vortices. Moreover, the residual current seems940

to be less sensitive to the tidal wave shapes, being very similar among the whole set of941

experiments.942
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The flood-macrovortices and the resulting residual currents strongly influence the943

Lagrangian properties of this class of flows. In particular, Lagrangian auto-correlatiosn944

are found to oscillate with the dominant tidal period, showing intense negative lobes, soon945

after the first zero-crossing, leading to super-diffusive regime. More importantly, the non946

dimensional integral Lagrangian time scale seems to attain a constant value for increas-947

ing friction parameter χ, whereas the form factor has a minor impact on TL. The same948

is found for the dispersion coefficients. In fact, the total dispersion, dominated by the949

longitudinal component, tends to a constant value already for χ > 0.15. We suggested950

an analytic power law for both the dimensionless integral scale and the dispersive co-951

efficients that might be used to predict the overall dispersion in natural context, which952

are typically found to be in a strong dissipative regime.953

Regrading the multiple particle dispersion processes, both the regimes in the to-954

tal relative diffusion coefficient and the FSLEs show that the flow is dominated by two955

regimes for separations lower or greater of a typical injection scale, which seems to be956

equal to the Lagrangian integral length scale of the lateral extension of the tidal inlet.957

The Richardson regime of local dynamics dominates for a wide range of separation larger958

than ri and smaller of a saturation length highlighted in the FSLE trends. Tidal flows959

are governed by large macro-vortices larger than the mean separation.960

The present experiments provide a deep understanding of the main dispersion pro-961

cesses occurring in weakly-dissipative tidal systems characterized by the presence of a962

tidal inlet. Future studies will be designed in order to include more hydrodynamic ef-963

fects, such as the presence of a river input and, possibly, a density stratification.964
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Figure 4. Panels from a) to c): examples of free surface residual current fields for the ex-

periments 13-SC, 14-SC and 17-SC. Panels d) and e): examples of free surface residual current

fields for the experiments 2-MC and 7-MC. Panel f): ratio of mean and max residual current

velocity compared to the peak tidal velocity as a function of the parameter χ. Panel g): ratio of

mean and max residual current velocity compared to the peak tidal velocity as a function of the

parameter F .
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Figure 5. Lagrangian autocorrelation functions and integral time scales as a function of the

tidal amplitude, period, and parameters χ and F . a) Longitudinal autocorrelation function Ruu

for varying non dimensional tidal amplitude ǫ for a fixed value of the tidal period T = 100s of

single component series. b) Ruu for experiments 2-MC and 13-MC. Panel c) Rvv experiment

2-MC. Panel d) Rvv experiment 13-MC. Panels e) and g) Non dimensional Lagrangian integral

time scale TL/T as a function of the parameter χ and form factor F , respectively.
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Figure 6. Panel a) Examples of the non dimensional absolute dispersion a2(t)/(ELT
2

L) as a

function of non dimensional time t/TL for experiments 14-SC, 15-SC and 16-SC: dotted lines

indicates the found time laws for the dispersion regimes, dash-dotted lines the absolute dispersion

derived from the residual current fields. Panel b) Non dimensional total absolute dispersion as

a function of the non dimensional time for experiment 2-MC: grey lines refer to different initial

particles releasing, red solid lines to their averaged, red dash-dotted lines indicate the total abso-

lute dispersion inferred from the residual current flow. Regimes are plotted in dashed lines. Panel

c) Averaged total absolute dispersion for all experiments. Focus on linear regimes in multiple

component series: d) experiment 2-MC, e) experiment 4-MC and f) experiment 7-MC. Panel g)
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Figure 7. Example of the results obtained from multiple particle statistics analysis. a) Di-

mensionless relative dispersion coefficient as a function of the non dimensional separation of

experiment 18-SC. b) Same as panel a) for experiment 26-SC, c) experiment 4-MC and d) ex-

periment 13-MC; e) non dimensional FSLE as a function of the non dimensional separation for

experiment 4-MC; f) non dimensional FSLE as a function of the non dimensional separation for

experiment 13-MC. In each panel the expected theoretical laws are also reported.
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Supplementary Material

1 Tidal wave propagation

The theoretical model by Toffolon et al. (2006) showed how the marginal condi-
tions for tidal wave amplification in estuaries may be strongly affected by the amplitude
of tidal wave depending on the external parameters γ and χ. The marginal conditions
were provided as γ = kχm, where the coefficients k and m strongly depend on the rel-
ative tidal amplitude. For the parameters γ and χ, and the relative amplitude ϵ of the
present experiments, the theoretical model predicts amplification of the tidal waves. Three
examples of tidal propagation are shown in Figure 1. In particular, they refer to exper-
iment 2-MC (F = 0.2 semi-diurnal tide), experiment 4-MC (F = 0.444, mixed tide
mainly semi-diurnal) and experiment 7-MC (F = 1.686, mixed tide mainly diurnal).
Panels a), b) and c) report water level measurements in the middle of three channel cross
sections along the flume; the corresponding FFT analysis is plotted in panels d), e) and
f). In all the cases, amplitude amplifications occur in the tidal channel far from the in-
let, with magnitudes that could reach values three times higher than the forcing wave.

Note that in general, in agreement with the linear theory predictions for weakly
convergent and weakly dissipative estuaries, both the diurnal and semidiurnal compo-
nents amplify. However, the semidiurnal component is subject to a larger amplification
than the diurnal one. This is related both to non-linearities and to mode associated to
the semidiurnal component closer to the resonant one of our experimental model than
the one associated to the diurnal component.

2 Ebb/Flood dominance

To assess ebb/flood dominance, we computed the tidal power per unit mass P de-
fined as the time integral of the kinetic energy per unit mass as:

P =

∫ t1

t0

Ecdt (1)

where Ec = 1/2(u2 + v2) is the kinetic energy of the flow per unit mass and times t0
and t1 are the initial and ending time of the flood phase and ebb phase, respectively. We
thus calculated the tidal powers associated to the flood and ebb phases separately and
then estimated the ratio Π = Pebb/Pflood which indicates ebb or flood dominance whether
it assumes values greater or lower than unity.

Corresponding author: Annalisa De Leo, annalisa.deleo@edu.unige.it
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Figure 1. Examples of tidal propagation from the flume basin (gauge 1, open sea condition)

along the tidal channel (gauge 3 and 4 placed at 14.5 m and 25 m, respectively, from gauge 1) for

experiment 2-MC (F = 0.2 semi-diurnal tide), experiment 4-MC (F = 0.444, mixed tide mainly

semi-diurnal) and experiment 7-MC (F = 1.686, mixed tide mainly diurnal). Bottom panels,

corresponding FFT analysis of the water level signals. The same colors are used for the gauge

signals and their corresponding FFTs.
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Figure 2. Ebb-Flood dominance classification based on the value of the power ratio Π: a) for

single component series as a function of the parameter χ; b) for multiple components series as a

function of the form factor F .
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3 Residual currents

Residual currents were computed starting from the unsteady 2D velocity fields in-
tegrating over a wave period as:

U(x) =
1

T

∫ t0+T

t0

u(x, t)dt (2)

where T is the tidal period and assuming a velocity decomposition of the kind: u(x, t) =
u′(x, t) +U(x).

Figure 3. Data from Experiment 8-SC.

Figure 4. Data from Experiment 9-SC.

Figure 5. Data from Experiment 10-SC.
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Figure 6. Data from Experiment 11-SC.

Figure 7. Data from Experiment 12-SC.

Figure 8. Data from Experiment 13-SC.
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Figure 9. Data from Experiment 14-SC.

Figure 10. Data from Experiment 15-SC.

Figure 11. Data from Experiment 16-SC.
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Figure 12. Data from Experiment 17-SC.

Figure 13. Data from Experiment 18-SC.

Figure 14. Data from Experiment 19-SC.
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Figure 15. Data from Experiment 20-SC.

Figure 16. Data from Experiment 21-SC.

Figure 17. Data from Experiment 22-SC.
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Figure 18. Data from Experiment 23-SC.

Figure 19. Data from Experiment 24-SC.

Figure 20. Data from Experiment 25-SC.
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Figure 21. Data from Experiment 26-SC.

Figure 22. Data from Experiment 27-SC.

Figure 23. Data from Experiment 28.
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Figure 24. Data from Experiment 29-SC.

Figure 25. Data from Experiment 30-SC.

Figure 26. Data from Experiment 31-SC.

Figure 27. Data from Experiment 32-SC.
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Figure 28. Data from multiple components experiments series 1.
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Figure 29. Data from multiple components experiments series 2.
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Figure 30. Data from multiple components experiments series 3.
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